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Any map with fewer than 52 vertices contains a “reducible configuration”; 
therefore, any such map may be vertex-colored in four colors. This is proved 
by defining the “value” of each vertex, according to the valences of its neighbors, 
in such a way that low values lead to reducible configurations, and high values 
lead to large maps. 
The four-color conjecture is true for all maps of fewer than 52 regions. 
To prove this, we will show that every such map contains a reducible 
configuration; that is, one which is known not to exist in a minimal five- 
color map. 
At this writing, the last published result of this type was for maps of 
fewer than 40 regions, announced by Ore and Stemple in 1968. Since then, 
the number has been raised to 45 by this author, and to 48 by Jean Mayer. 
The force behind these increases has been the discovery of new reducible 
configurations, especially by H. Heesch, F. Bernhart, and Mayer. 
Several new reductions have been discovered recently by F. Allaire 
and E. R. Swart; however, these reductions became available in time for 
only minor revisions in this paper. The paper by Allaire and Swart will 
appear in this Journal. 
We will treat the problem in the dual form; that is, we will be coloring 
vertices. The four-color conjecture is that the vertices of any planar graph 
may be colored, using four colors, so that neighboring vertices have 
different colors. We will usually be considering a minimal counterexample, 
so we will assume certain well-known properties of any such map: (1) its 
faces are all triangles; (2) no vertex has valence less than 5; and (3) there 
are no minimal circuits of length less than 6 except those which surround 
single 5-vertices. 
We will describe configurations by a common shorthand involving the 
valences of their vertices. For example, “5:66755” refers to a 5-vertex, 
whose neighbors, in cyclical order, have valences 6, 6, 7, 5, 5. We also 
use parentheses in the manner introduced by Ore and Stemple: e.g., 
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“5:6(5)6755” is the same configuration as before but with an additional 
S-vertex adjoining the two 6-vertices. Note that a configuration may be 
described in different ways; e.g., 5:565 and 6:555, depending on which 
vertex we want to think of as the “center.” Examples of this notation are 
shown in Fig. 1. 
5 : 666755 5 : 6(5)6755 5: 565 
6: 555 
FIGURE 1 
We will:use the following symbols to represent undetermined valences: 
x-any valence; 
m-(minor) valence 5 or 6; 
G-greater than 5; 
M-(major) valence greater than 6; 
E-eight or greater. 
TheBfirst neighborhoad of a vertex consists of the vertex and its neighbors. 
The charge on a vertex is six less than its valence. Charges are sometimes 
easier to discuss than valences, since the total charge in every map is -12, 
and hence the average charge is close to zero. (This is a result of Euler’s 
Formula. Our definition of charge is the negative of the usual definition.) 
For the background of reducible configurations, see, for example, Ore’s 
book [I]. For our purposes, a reducible configuration is one which cannot 
appear in a map which is a minimal counterexample to the four-color 
conjecture. The reductions used in this paper, including the new ones, are 
listed in a brief appendix. 
To introduce the method of this paper, we will apply it to a simpler case: 
that of graphs of fewer than 28 vertices. 
1. THE THEOREM FOR GRAPHS OF FEWER THAW 28 VERTICES 
Given a map with fewer than 28 vertices, we will show that it contains 
a reducible configuration. 
First, define the value of a vertex to be the sum of the charges of its 
neighbors, except that neighbors of valence greater than 7 will be counted 
as having charge +1. (The term “value” will be given a new definition 
when we develop the proof for larger maps.) 
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It is easy to compute the total value of all the vertices in the map. For 
example, a 5-vertex is a neighbor to exactly five vertices, and has charge 
- 1, so it contributes -5 to the total value. If V is the total value, and nrc 
is the numbers of k-vertices in the map, we find that 
v = -5n, + 7n, + 812, + 9n, + .*.. (1) 
By Euler’s Formula we can show that 
84 = 7n, - 7n, - 14n* - 21n, - *.* (2) 
and from our assumption about the size of our map we know that 
-84 -=c -3n, - 3n, - 312, - 312, - 3n, - *.a. (3) 
Adding formulae (l), (2), and (3), we get 
V < --In, - 3n, - 312, - 9n, - 15~ - .-.. (4) 
It follows that our map contains a 5-vertex of value less than -1, or a 
6-vertex of value less than -3, or a 7-vertex of value less than -3. (It is 
impossible to have an S-vertex of value less than -9, etc.) 
But ail such structures include well-known reducible configurations-in 
fact, one of the following must be present: 
5 : 555 6 : 565 
5 : 565 7 : 5555 
5 : 55666 7 : 5655 
Any 7-vertex surrounded by three 
6-vertices and four 5-vertices. 
(One of these, 7:5655, is not really well-known; it is recent, due to Frank 
Bernhart. For this particular application, 7:556555 would suffice.) 
For example, see Fig. 2, which shows the ways that a 5-vertex can have 
value -2. 
Since our map contains a reduction, it can’t be a minimal 5-color map. 
We have therefore proved the four-color theorem for maps of fewer than 
28 vertices. 
5-5 
FIG. 2. 5-Vertices with value -2. 
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2. INTRODUCTION TO THE FULL 
We will now extend the result to maps of fewer than 52 vertices. We will 
use a different definition of the value of a vertex, and the survey of neigh 
borhoods will take longer, but otherwise the pattern of the proof is 
identical to the short proof in the last section. 
In general we will make a great many adjustments to tbe definition of 
value, but we will still preserve our formula for the total value in our map: 
v = -5n, -i- 7% + 8n, + 9n, -j- ...a iI) 
ur use of Euler’s Formula will be 
18 = 6&3, - 6$7, - 13n, -- 19&n, - ~..~ i5> 
and we will consider maps of fewer than 52 vertices; that is, maps which 
satisfy 
We will add formulae (l), (5), and (6) to obtain 
It follows that somewhere in our map is a k-vertex with value less than the 
coefficient of nk: in formula (7). We will finally show (by an exhaustive 
survey of possible first neighborhoods) that any such vertex has in its 
vicinity a reducible configuration. 
The result will be the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Any map with fewer than 52 vertices contains a reducible 
configuration. Therefore, the four-color conjecture holds]‘or all such maps. 
3. THE VALUE OF A VERTEX 
In this section we will define the vaZue of a vertex in our map, illustrate it 
by some examples, and show that the total value of all the vertices in the 
map is given by formula (1). Our definition is highly unnatural, many 
complicated provisions having been contrived to help with the difffcult 
cases in the subsequent analysis. 
The value of a vertex begins with the basic definition from Section 1% 
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and is then increased or decreased according to the valences of other 
vertices in the vicinity. 
DEFINITION. The value of a vertex is the sum of the charges of its 
neighbors, except that neighbors with valence greater than 7 are counted 
as having charge + 1, and 
(a) for each time a configuration illustrated in Fig. 3a appears in the 
map, the value of the vertex at the base of each arrow is decreased by 1, 







5 6 7 
8 9 
FIG. 3a. Adjustments to value. 
(b) for each time a configuration illustrated in Fig. 3b appears in the 
map, the values of the vertices indicated by the arrows are increased or 
decreased by one-fourth. (If a major vertex has three consecutive 6-neigh- 
bors, diagram 12 is allowed to apply twice to the same 6-M edge.) 
( % --=lY) 
5-5 
d-2 
‘&‘s l”\ - 
IO. 11 
FIG. 3b. Adjustments to value of A$. 
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Figure 4 gives some examples of vertices and their values. 
*value = +l * value = 0 *value = -2. 
-2 (diagram 1) -1 (1) -2 (10) 
+1 (9) +l*(ll) 
= 0 1 t 
FIG. 4. Examples of value. 
It is clear that the sum of the values in the map is determined entirely 
by the first paragraph of the definition; that none of the diagrams which 
follow it can change the total. Therefore the total is still given 
formula (1). 
The purpose of the diagrams is to shift value from vertices with a 
“surplus” to those which are more in need. We are trying to show that 
neighborhoods with low values produce reductions; this task is eased if 
we shift value from neighborhoods which are likely to contain re 
to neighborhoods which are not. For example, 5-5-5 triads tend to gener- 
ate more low values than reductions, so we have introduced diagrams J-8, 
and also diagram 9, to shift values toward these triads. 
On the other hand, a vertex with consecutive major neighbors tends to 
have surplus value. Diagram 1 shifts this surplus t’o the major neighbors 
themselves. One effect is that a series of major neighbors to a given vertex 
contribute only +l to the value of that vertex. 
4. SURVEY OF NEIGHBORHOODS: 
5- AND 6-VERTICES 
We must now examine all possible neighborhoods, to show that any 
vertex which is not in (or near) a reducible configuration must have value 
at least equal to the corresponding coefficient in formula (7). This survey 
will complete the proof. 
It will do no harm to underestimate the value of a vertex, so we will 
sometimes ignore diagrams which could increase the value of a vertex, or 
assume that “negative” diagrams apply when they might not. 
We begin with 5-vertices. We must show that, in the absence of reduc- 
tions, the value of any 5-vertex D is at least 0. 
Because of the reductions 5:555, 5:565, 5:5665, and 5:mmmmm, 
we know that, except for possibly one pair of consecutive 5-neighbors, 
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any two 5-neighbors of v must be separated by an M-vertex. Hence the 
charges of the neighbors must total at least -1, if v is in a 5-5-5 triad; 
or 0, if it is not. This remains true when we take into account diagram 1, 
and count only +l toward the value of D for each series of consecutive 
M-neighbors. 
Now, if a is in a 5-5-5 triad, its value is increased to 0 by exactly one of 
diagrams 3-9 (unless zr has neighbors 55M6M, in which case its value is 
already 0). Here we make implicit use of the reduction 7:5555. 
It remains only to check for diagrams (other than 1) which can decrease 
the value of v. There is only one-diagram 3, which is so specific that we 
can determine the value of any 5-vertex to which it applies. It must always 
be at least zero. 
The case of a 6-vertex u is equally direct. We must show that the value 
of v is at least -18. Now we have reductions 6:555, 6:565, 6:56665, 
6:mmmmmm, and 6:5665 (the last being a recent addition by Bernhart) 
which again give us the result that, except for consecutive pairs of 5- 
neighbors, any two 5neighbors must be separated by an M-neighbor. 
Hence the sum of the charges of the neighbors, even adjusting for diagram 
1, is at least zero, minus 1 for each consecutive pair of 5-neighbors. The 
value may also be reduced by diagrams 6 and 11 and increased by 
diagram 10. 
If there are two consecutive pairs of 5-neighbors, then diagram 10 applies 
twice, and diagrams 6 and 11 do not. The value of z, is exactly - 14. 
If there is one consecutive pair of 5-neighbors, then diagram 6 may not 
apply (because of the reduction 7:5655). Diagram 11 would have to apply 
three times to ~1 to bring its value below -I+. There is only one way for 
this to happen, shown in Fig. 5; and in this case, the surfeit of major 
neighbors causes the value to be -$. 
Suppose there are no consecutive pairs of 5-neighbors but diagram 6 
applies to L Again, we have no problem unless diagram 11 applies three 
times. There are four ways for this to occur (Fig. 6), and in each, the value 
FIGURE 6 
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of v turns out to be -$. Diagram 6 may not apply twice to the same 
6-vertex (Fig. 7), because of the reduction 7:6(5)655 (Allaire-~wart~. 
Without diagram 6 or a consecutive pair of 5-neighbors, 21 must have 
value well above -I+. 
FIGURE 7 
5. 7-VERTICES 
The value of a 7-vertex v may be decreased by diagrams 1, 8, 9, and 10, 
and increased by diagrams 1,2, and 11. We must show that in the absence 
of reductions, the value of z, is at least -1. 
Diagram 10 may apply only once to a single 7-vertex (reductions: 
7~5655 and 5:556(5)76). In each case in which it applies, it turns out that 
the value is still much greater than - 1, or diagram 11 applies at least once, 
in effect canceling diagram 10. This fact requires checking, bnt in most 
cases we will leave this to the reader. Usually, we will ignore the effects of 
diagrams 10 and 11 on 7-vertices. 
We will use the term “covered” to refer to any 5-neighbor which is part 
of diagram 8 or 9. A 5-neighbor which is part of a series of consecutive 
5-neighbors cannot be covered. 
We can summarize the effect of diagrams 1, 2, 8, and 9 on the value of 
v as follows. 
The value is the sum of +I for each major neighbor or series of major 
neighbors, +-1 (additional) for each 7-neighbor, 12 (additional) for 
each &-neighbor, -1 for each uncovered 5-neighbor, and -2 for each 
covered S-neighbor. 
We classify the possible 7-neighborhoods by the number of 5-neighbors. 
We will frequently use the reductions 7:5555 and 7:5655 without 
citation. 
Case l--Five 5-neighbors. This can only occur if v has neighbors 
555A455M, in which case its value is at least -1. 
Case 2-Four 5-neighbors. Because of the reduction 7~5665.5 (Allaire- 
Swart), there must be at least two nonconsecutive A&neighbors. Therefore 
if the value of ZI is below - 1, two of the 5-neighbors must be covered. 
This can only occur in the configuration shown in Fig. 8. This contains 
a reduction, 6:5(5)5x5(5)5; and furthermore, each M-neighbor must 
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FIGURE 8 
actually be an E-neighbor (because of the reduction 7:5(5)755, by 
Heesch). So (even with diagram 10) the value of u in this configuration is 
at least -2. 
Case 3-Three 5-neighbors, including at least two consecutive. There must 
be a major neighbor (by reductions of 7:5556666, Heesch, and 7:56655, 
Allaire-Swart), so for the value to be less than -1, one 5-neighbor must 
be covered and there must be no major neighbors except for one 
7-neighbor. The three possibilities are shown in Fig. 9. The first contains 
the reduction 7:5(5)755 (Heesch); the other two contain the Allaire- 
Swart reduction 7:56655. 
FIGURE 9 
Case 4-Three 5-neighbors, no two of them consecutive. 
This is the hardest case, and we will divide it into subcases according to 
the number and arrangement of major neighbors. First, if there are no 
major neighbors, we have 7:56565 which is reducible (Allaire-Swart). 
If there are three major neighbors, the value of v must be at least zero even 
if all three 5-neighbors are covered. So there remain the cases of one or two 
major neighbors. 
Case 4a-Neighbors 565M566. The first and third 5-neighbors cannot 
be covered, because of the reduction 7:5(5)665 (Allaire-Swart). If the 
second 5-neighbor is not covered, the value of v is -1. If the second 
5-neighbor is covered but the M-neighbor is not a 7-neighbor, we still 
have value -1. We are left with Fig. 10, which contains the Allaire-Swart 
reduction 5:7(5)7655. 
FIGURE 10 
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Case 4b-Neighbors 545454M or 54545MM. These include the con- 
figuration 7:54545, which is reducible (Allaire-Swart). 
Case 4c-Neighbors 545M5M4. The first S-neighbor may not be 
covered (reduction- 5:5547(5)4) and the second 5-neighbor may not be 
covered if the first M is to be a 7-neighbor (reduction- 5:7(5)7455; 
Allaire-Swart). Therefore the value may not be below zero. 
Case 4d-Neighbors 545M54M. Because of the reduction 6:5(5)5x5(5)5, 
it is impossible for all three 5-neighbors to be covered, The worst that 
can happen is that two 5neighbors are covered and that the major 
neighbors are 7-neighbors (for example, Fig. 11). The value of z) would 
still be -1. But even this case is impossible, since it contains the 
reduction S:7(5)7455. 
FIGURE 11 
Case 4f Neighbors 5M5M544. There is no problem here unless all 
three 5-neighbors are covered, but this is prevented by the reduction 
7:5(5)445 (Allaire-Swart). 
Case ~----TWO consecutive 5-neighbors. If there are no major neighbors, 
we have the reducible configuration 7:5544444. If there is a major 
neighbor, then v has value at least 0, since neither S-neighbor may be 
covered. 
Case ~---TWO nonconsecutive 5-neighbors. If there is a major neighbor, 
then both 5-neighbors must be covered to bring the value below -- 1. 
IJsing the reductions 7:5(5)445 (Allaire-Swart) and 4:5(5)5x5(5)5, we 
may limit the possibilities to the two shown in Fig. 12. In each case, 
FIGURE 12 
diagram 11 applies at least four times and diagram 10 does not apply at 
all; so 21 finally has value at least -1. 
If the neighbors are 5445444, then neither 5-neighbor may be covered 
because of the reduction 7:5(5)445 (Allaire-Swart). Diagram II. applies 
six times, so ZI has value -+. 
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If the neighbors are 5656666, then again the 5-neighbors are not covered 
(reduction: 7:5(5)656666; Mayer). The same reduction prevents diagram 
10 from applying. Since diagram 11 applies six times, Y must have 
value -&. 
Case 7-One or no 5-neighbors. If there is an M-neighbor, or if there is 
not a covered 5-neighbor, Y must have value at least -1. The only 
remaining case is shown in Fig. 13, but this configuration contains a 
reducible Errera Circuit. 
6. VERTICES OF HIGHER VALENCE 
We leave the cases of vertices of higher valence to the reader. They are 
theoretically easy, because of the extreme negative coefficients attached to 
n. 8, IZ~ ,... in formula (7). However, the case of S-vertices is still time- 
consuming because of the multiplicity of cases and the relative 
scarcity of known reductions involving high-order vertices. The following 
reductions are helpful for S-vertices: 8:555x555, 8:55565, 8:55655 
(Allaire-Swart), 8:555(5)5(6)6 ( a new reduction by the author), 
6:6(5)5x5(5)5 (Bernhart), and several of Mayer’s reductions. 
7. POTENTIAL FOR RELATED RESULTS 
We have used the assumption that a map has fewer than 52 vertices to 
prove that it contained a reducible configuration. This assumption entered 
through Eq. (6), namely, 
-78 < -l&z, - l&z, - l&z, - l+nnB - I&, - . . . . (6) 
Nothing in the structure of the proof required that the coefficients in (6) 
be equal. By starting with a different linear relation in place of (6), we 
would finish with a different formula in place of (7); but it might still be 
possible to define ‘%alue” in such a way that the proof would go through. 
In this way we would prove a variety of interesting results about the 
numbers ~2~) n, , n7 ,... in a minimal five-color map. 
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8. APPENDIX: THE IPEDU~IBLE CONFWLJRAT~ONS 
The following are the reductions used in this paper. The first grou 
can be found listed in the paper by Ore and Stemple [2]; the bib~~ogra~~y 
of that paper leads to their proofs. The second group have bee 
by Heesch in [3] and [4]. The third group appear in Fran 
thesis [5], but at this writing, have not yet appeared in pr 
groups are by Jean Mayer [6], [7], and by F. Allaire and E. 
When the last paper appears, it will become the best referent 
re tions. 
e new reduction is also hsted. Its “reduced configuration” is given in 
Fig. 14, which is drawn in the “face coloring” form, meaning that a face 
in Fig. 14 corresponds to a vertex anyplace else in the paper. The shaded 
area in Fig. 14 is to be collapsed into a single face in the reduced con- 
figuration. 
a:555 (5)5[6)6 
FIG. 14. The reduced configuration. 
LIST OF bDUCTHONS 
B. Cited by Ore and Stemple [2] 
5 : 555 6 : 56665 
5 : 565 6 : 5(5) 5x5(5)5 
5 : 5665 6 : mmmmmm 
5 : mmmmm 7 : 5555 
5 : 556(5)76 7 : 5566666 
6 : 565 8 : 5555655. 
7 : (three 6-neighbors and four 5-neighbors) 
Errera Circuits, such as 7 : 6(5)5(5)66666 
Winn Circuits, such as 6 : 65(5)765(5)7 and 7 : 5567(5)566. 
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II. Reductions by Heesch [3], [4] 
7 : 5(5)755 
7 : 5(5)757(5)5. 
III. Reductions by Bernhart [5] 
6 : 5665 
7 : 5655 
6 : 6(5) 5x5(5)5. 
IV. Reductions by Mayer [6], [7] 
5 : 566(5)76 
5 : 5667(5)6. 
V. Reductions by Allaire and Swart [8] 
5 : 7(5)7655 7 : 5(5)665 
7 : 56565 8 : 56555 
7 : 6(5)655 8 : 55655 
7 : 56655 8 : 555x555. 
VI. A new reduction (see Fig. 14) 
8 : 555(5)5(6)6. 
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